30Watt RGB Commercial and Stage Laser Light ---KVANT 100% made in Slovakia

Parameters

Total optical output: 30W
Red module: 10W/637+660nm
Green module: 10W/532nm OPSL Coherent
Blue module: 10W/445nm
Beam diameter: 5.5mm
Divergence: <1.1mrad
Modulation:
0-5V analog, up to 50kHz TTL
Input connector: ILDA IN DB25 male
Output connector: ILDA OUT DB25 female
Power requirements: 230V/50Hz (±5%)
Consumption: max. 600VA
Operation temperature: 10-35°C
Weight: 48kg
Dimensions (WxHxD): 670x370x300mm
Package: Flight Case
Shipping Forwarder: DHL
Shipping Term: 2weeks
Shipping Port: SLOVAKIA or Guangzhou, Mainland China
Payment Term: T/T, PAYPAL

Product Features:

1. U.S. Coherent laser module, perfect quality of beam, energy concentration, long range, long-distance projection brightness is several times DPSS
lasers.

2. After optimization of the Cambridge high-speed scanning system CT-6215HP reached 40kpps, can project a more stable and sophisticated laser screen.

3. Built-in microcomputer self-checking system to ensure long-term stable operation of the laser light

4. Full sealed optical cavity structure, can be truly maintenance free

Suitable for:

5. Meet the demanding of theaters with quality, performance, stability and large venues

6. Animation laser water curtain, fountain animation laser, fireworks, etc;

7. Concerts, large-scare performance;

8. Outdoor wall advertising; civil landscape engineering, garden engineering, landmark lasers